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1 Forword

This is document originated as Section six of  SOLVE II Program Description and User's Guide , 1976, published by 
Computer Sciences Corporation and SOLVE PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE, 1986, published by Business and 
Technological Systems, Inc.
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2 Reserved File Names and Fortran Unit Definitions
Files are referenced either by file unit number or by file name depending upon the value of the flag in column 9 of  
the TITLE card (see page 26).  On the HP workstation, files must be referenced by name.  Under Cray UNICOS,  
when referencing files by number, the Unit Number n is attached to the file name "fort.n".

Unit No. File Name Type Function
(File Handle)

0 Console Output Error messages. (STDERR)
1 satids Card Image Input Satellite ids for making unique arc parameter labels.

(SAIDIN)
2 refgrav Card Image Input Gravity field for reference to solved for gravity field.

(GRAVIN)
3 summary Printer Output Summary report containing processing information. (AUXOUT)
4 aprior Card Image Input Parameter nominal value and constraints.

(AUXIN)
5 Card Image Input Standard input processing control cards.

(STDIN)
6 Printer Output Standard output listing. (STDOUT)
7 punch Card Image Output Solution and related statistics. 

(STDPCH)
{7} {Console Output} {Error messages. -- HP Workstation only}

{STDERR}
8 gravity Card Image Output Gravity solution only.

(AUXPCH)
{9} {punch} {Card Image Output} {Solution and related statistics. -- HP workstation only}

{STDPCH}

10 filelist Input E-matrix List
Provides unit numbers and file names for input E-matrices (filelist)

14 slvtmp_1 Scratch Card Image Storage for input standard deviations from file 
"aprior". (ECHO_1)

Storage for standard card image without comments
 or A-MAT options. (ECHO_1)

15 slvtmp_2 Scratch Card Image Echo of "slvtmp_1" file filtered through SOLVE's input 
reader. (ECHO_2)
17 slvtmp_s Scratch Binary Used for station and baseline printout processing.

(STATMP)
[18] [ematNN] Binary Input E-matrix input. (UNITE())

21 slvtmp_x Scratch Binary Block These files are used to hold E-matrices and 
C-matrices in partitioned
22 slvtmp_y Scratch Binary Block form in the combination and 
solution/inversion
23 slvtmp_z Scratch Binary Block sections. 

(IUX, IUY, IUZ)
24 slvtmp_a Scratch Binary Block Used to hold partitions of the Arc portions of input 
matrices. (IUA)
25 arcmats Scratch Binary Used to hold the Arc portions of the matrices. (IUAB)

27 emats Binary Output Edited input E-matrices. (UNITE)
[28] cmat Binary Output Combined E-matrix output. (UNITC)

39 stncor Printer Output Station correlation printout. (STCOUT)
39 covar Printer Output Covariance matrix printout. (COVOUT)

[60] covmat Binary Output Covariance matrix binary output. (UNITCV)

99 * Any Reserved for testing and development.

[] brackets indicate that the unit number or file name can be changed by the user (see below).

 Default Fortran Unit Definitions
These default input and output units may be overridden by values specified by user on the program process control  
card image input.

Unit File Name Type Input Card (columns) Function (File Handle)



[18] [emat18] Binary Input MATRIX (25-27) E-matrix input file.
(UNITE())

[28] cmat Binary Output CMATRIX (25-26) Combined E-matrix output file.
(UNITC)

[60] covmat Binary Output PROCES (29-30) Covariance matrix output file.
(UNITCV)



3 Gravity Reference Field
A gravity field for comparison to the updated solution field may be input on the file named reference.  The results  
of this comparison are reported in the gravity summary table as the root mean square of the update minus the  
reference for each degree.

If the GPRINT process control card in the standard card image input is used to control the printout of gravity  
parameter tables, column 12 must be set to "1" to enable the gravity field summary report.

The gravity field input cards may be in either RECOEF or CHG format as described on the following pages.  These  
cards may also be produced by a SOLVE run using the  PUNCH card.
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CHG 
(optional)

Gravity Coefficient Reference

Used to input an individual sine or cosine coefficient term.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CHG  S  26  16                 

Columns Format                 Description             

1-3 A3 Three character ID "CHG"

4-6 A3 Three character ID "  C" for cosine coefficients, or "  S" for  
sine coefficients.

7-8 I2 Degree of coefficient, M.

9-10 I2 Order of coefficient, N.

11-25 E15.8 Spherical harmonic coefficient for "C" or "S" of degree M,  
order N.

NOTE: Coefficients input on this card are assumed to be normalized. To input unnormalized coefficients,  
use the "RECOEF" card.



RECOEF 
(optional)

Gravity Coefficient Reference

Used to input both the sine and cosine coefficient terms for a particular degree and order.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
RECOEF  26  16                 

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "RECOEF"

7-8 I2 Degree of coefficient, M.

9-10 I2 Order of coefficient, N.

11-25 E15.8 Spherical harmonic coefficient for "C" of degree M, order  
N.

26-40 E15.8 Spherical harmonic coefficient for "S" of degree M, order  
N.

71-80 E10.0 =0, 1, values on this card are interpreted as being not  
normalized.
=-1, values on this card are interpreted as already  
normalized.



4 A' priori Adjustments Input on File "aprior"
Parameter a' priori values and standard deviation values are input on file "aprior".  The program will read this file  
unless column 44 or column 45 of the CMATRIX process control card is set to "9".  If the parameter values and  
sigmas are entered more than once, the program will consider only the last occurrence.  The file is read twice; first  
for reading parameter values and the second time for reading the parameter sigmas.  The user should expect  
diagnostic messages two places; after the deck is displayed and after the C -matrix is created.  Unrecognized cards  
will be ignored.



9401.01 
GCOEFC/ 
GCOEFS 
(optional)

Gravity Coefficient Reference

Used to modify the sine or cosine coefficient terms for a particular degree and order.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
GCOEFC0        16 16     6.5413000000000E-08               -5.39252E-07

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "GCOEFC" for cosine coefficient or  
"GCOEFS" for sine coefficient. 

7 I1 =0, coefficient is normalized
=1, coefficient is unnormalized

15-17 I3 Degree of coefficient N.

18-20 I3 Order of coefficient, M.

25-44 E20.13 A' priori value for spherical harmonic coefficient for "C" or  
"S" of degree N, order M.

60-72 E13.5 A'priori standard deviation for spherical harmonic  
coefficient for "C" or "S" of degree N, order M. (not used  
by SOLVE for input.  On output, this is the solution sigma.  
See the PUNCH card for more information)



9401.01 
PARMSM 
(optional)

Summary of Parameter Values

Used to input individual parameter a'  priori adjustments.  This card is produced  by SOLVE as output (see the  
APRINT and PUNCH cards).  

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PARMSM    100011112030011   362100.                 

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "PARMSM"

10-25 F16.0 Parameter label word 1.

26-50 E25.16 Parameter a' priori value. 
(on output this is the parameter solution [a' postiori] value)

51-71 E21.15 Parameter delta.  (not used for a' priori input, on output  
this is the difference of the SOLVE a' priori and the solution  
in columns 26-50)

72-80 E9.3 Parameter standard deviation. (Not used for a'priori input.  
On output this is the standard deviation of the solution.  Use  
the PRMSDV input card to specify a'  priori standard 
deviations for parameters.)

81-96 F16.0 Parameter label word 2. (default zero)

97-112 F16.0 Parameter label word 3. (default zero)

Notes: 1. If the PARMSM card is omitted, the a' priori parameter value will be the first available from an input  
E-matrix.

2. If the PROCES card column 23 is set to zero (default), then SOLVE will only use the first word of the  
label for matching parameters.  See the PROCES card for more information.

3. If all three label words are used, this card is longer than 80 characters.



8511.1 
PARMVL 
(optional)

A' priori Values

Modifies the parameter a' priori (starting) values for a range of labels in the input matrices.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PARMVL    100011112210300  362100.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "PARMVL"

10-25 F16.0 Lower bound of label range. 

26-50 E25.16 A' priori value to be assigned to range of parameters.

51-66 F16.0 Upper bound of parameter label range.  If this field is left  
blank it will default to the lower bound of the range and the 
a' priori will be assigned to the individual parameter only.

Note:  If PARMVL card is omitted, the a' priori parameter values will be the first available from an input  
E-matrix.



8511.1 
PRMSDV 
(optional)

Standard Deviations
For a Parameter or Range of Parameters

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PRMSDV     50300100020000          .1 E  -8

Columns Format                 Description                

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "PRMSDV".

11-26 F16.0 Lower bound of parameter range for which the sigma will  
be applied.

27-42 E16.8 Parameter standard deviation (sigma).  Units are the same  
as the units for that parameter in the C-matrix.

43-58 F16.0 Upper bound of parameter range.  If this field is left blank,  
the sigma will be applied to the single label in columns 11-25  
only.

Notes:  If both parameter label fields are left blank, the standard deviation will be applied to all parameters on the  
C-matrix.

If more than one sigma is applied to a particular parameter, the last entry will override any previous ones.  For  
example, if different PRMSDV cards specify label ranges which overlap, the last occurring standard deviation will  
be applied to the parameters with labels in the overlapping region.



8602.5 
RECOEF 
(optional)

Gravity Coefficient Reference

Used to modify the sine and cosine coefficient terms for a particular degree and order.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
RECOEF2616     6.5413E-08    -5.3925E-08

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "RECOEF"

7-8 I2 Degree of coefficient, N.

9-10 I2 Order of coefficient, M.

11-25 E15.8 A' priori value for spherical harmonic coefficient for "C" of  
degree N, order M.

26-40 E15.8 A' priori value for spherical harmonic coefficient for "S" of  
degree N, order M.

71-80 E10.0 =0, values on this card are interpreted as being  
unnormalized.
-1, values on this card are interpreted as already  
normalized.
1, entries in columns 11-40 are ignored.



8602.4 
SDVRNG 
(optional)

Standard Deviations for a Range
of Force Model Parameters

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
SDVRNG               DRAG               .1            101

Columns Format                 Description                

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "SDVRNG".

20-25 A6 Six Character ID of the force model parameter type for  
which the sigma will apply.  "  DRAG" = drag
        "DRAGAD" = drag-a-day
        "SOLRAD" = solar radiation
        " ACCEL" = general acceleration
        "DRADOT" = drag dot
        "SOLDOT" = solar radiation dot.

27-42 E16.8 Parameter standard deviation (sigma).  Units are the same  
as the units for that parameter in the C-matrix.

54-57 I4 Internal satellite number of the parameter. Default: apply to  
all internal satellite numbers.

Note:  SOLVE distinguishes between drag and drag-a-day parameters by examining the internal sequence number  
of the parameter label.  Any drag type parameter with a label whose internal sequence number is 00000 is  
considered a drag parameter.  Any non zero internal sequence number indicates a drag-a-day parameter.  If the  
option to give arc parameters unique numbers is used, drag parameter's internal sequence number may be made  
non-zero.  For the purpose of this card, these parameters must then be treated as drag-a-day parameters. See  
APRINT card.

Note:  Column 56 of the MATRIX card on the standard input must not be set to "9" to enable this option.



STACON 
(optional)

Station Constraint Network

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
STACON              7105.             .7
STACON              7250.             .3
STACON              7004.             .5

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "STACON".

11-25 E15.8 Station number to which network constraint will be applied.

26-40 E15.8 Weight of station in network constraint.



8212.0 
STAEST 
(optional)

Standard Deviations and Covariances

This card is for the constraint of station parameters.  If there are correlations between the station components, the  
switch in column 9 is set and a second card is attached following this card.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
STAEST     7063.          10.           10.            10.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "STAEST".

7 I1 Input coordinate system for standard deviations.
=0, latitude, longitude and height in seconds of arc.
=1, earth fixed coordinates, X, Y, Z in meters.
=2, spin axis distance, longitude, and Z in meters, seconds of  
arc and meters.

8 I1 Coordinate system of stations for which these standard  
deviations will be applied.
=0, Geodetic  (lat, lon, H)
=1, Cartesian (X, Y, Z)
=2, Cylindrical (spin, lon, Z)
=3, All of the above.

9 I1 =1, a second card, for correlation coefficients, follows this  
card.

11-26 F16.0 Station number.  (=0, all stations.)

27-42 E16.8 Standard deviation of first coordinate.

43-58 E16.8 Standard deviation of second coordinate.

59-74 E16.8 Standard deviation of third coordinate.



8212.0 
(blank card 
attachment to 
STAEST)

Standard Deviations and Covariances

This card is for the specification of the correlation coefficients between the coordinates of a station to be  
constrained.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
           .9             .01           .03

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "      ".

27-42 E16.8 Correlation coefficient between first and second  
coordinates. (X, Y or lat, lon)

43-58 E16.8 Correlation coefficient between first and third coordinates.  
(X, Z or lat, height) 

59-74 E16.8 Correlation coefficient between second and third  
coordinates. (Y, Z or lon, height)

Notes: The program will accept zero values (which will be set to the default value of 1.E07) if the sum of the  
standard deviations of all components is greater than 1.E-35, otherwise the default values will be  
substituted for all components when calculating coordinate transformations.

Standard deviations input in geodetic coordinates for conversion into Cartesian coordinates for the  
covariance matrix should have the total range of variation of the standard deviations (in seconds of arc for  
angles and meters for height) limited to approximately 1.E05.  Any larger range will risk ill-conditioning in  
the transformed covariance matrix and may result in some stations being dynamically suppressed from the  
solution.  For example, an angular standard deviation of 1.E-03 seconds of arc and a height standard  
deviation of 1.E02 meters is likely to be acceptable, while standard deviations of 1.E-03 seconds and 1.E03  
meters respectively could result in an unacceptable loss in numerical precision.

If the STAEST card is omitted, the standard deviation of a station will not be modified.  If the column 9  
option is not selected, the station coordinates are assumed to be uncorrelated.



7801.0 
STAPOS 
(optional)

Station Coordinate Group

This card indicates that group of station coordinate cards will follow.  A station group ends with a DATA card and  
is composed of station information cards only.  Any other type of card intermixed will cause an error.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
STAPOS

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "STAPOS".



8511.1 
stations 
(optional)

Station Coordinate Group

These are the station coordinate cards.  They are only valid within a station coordinate group which begins with a  
STAPOS card and ends with a data card.  Only station coordinate definitions may be included in the station  
coordinate group.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
REF095     095   +342000.       241 400.    305.

Columns Format                 Description                

1-6 A6 Station name for reference. (not required)

7-14 I8 Station number. A zero station number will terminate  
station coordinate input.

15-29 F15.4 Station component X (meters) or Geodetic Latitude  
(DDDMMSS.SSSS, where DDD is degrees, MM is minutes,  
and SS.SSSS is seconds.

30-44 F15.4 Station component Y (meters) or East Longitude. (same  
units as latitude)

45-59 F15.4 Station component Z (meters) or Height (meters).

60-70 11X Space for user comments (ignored by SOLVE).

71-80 F10.0 =0., convert to Cartesian coordinates.
=1., do no conversion of coordinate systems.
=2., convert to geodetic coordinates.

Note:  The program will determine the implied input coordinates by comparing (X 2 + Y2 + Z2) to 3.5 x 1013.  If (X2 + 
Y2 + Z2) < 3.5 x 1013 the input coordinate  system is taken to be geodetic.



7801.0 
DATA 
(optional)

Station Coordinate Group

Ends station coordinate group.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
DATA

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "DATA  ".



8508.0 
VARCOV 
(optional)

Standard Deviations and Covariances

This card is for constraining the orbital parameters which are available in the C -matrix.  The input for VARCOV 
must use Cartesian elements.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
VARCOV 0

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "VARCOV".

8 I1 =0, apply variance-covariance to parameters using  
Cartesian elements.
=1, Convert to Keplerian elements and apply variance-
covariance to parameters using Keplerian elements.

9 I1 =0, only the matrix diagonal will be input on one card in  
6E12.6 format for each satellite.
=1, a full six by six matrix will be input on six cards in  
6E12.6 format for each satellite.
These input cards follow the VARCOV card.

11-26 E16.8 Satellite ID.
=0, the variance-covariance will be applied to all satellites.

Notes:  If any components of orbital elements are missing from the combination matrix, the components will  
assume a value of zero for the purpose of transformation from Cartesian elements to Keplerian elements.  The  
element transformation is sensitive to ill-conditioning of the variance-covariance.  If the transformation is not  
possible, SOLVE will abort.



9202.05 
VELEST 
(optional)

Standard Deviations and Covariances

This card is for the constraint of station velocity parameters.  If there are correlations between the station velocity  
components, the switch in column 9 is set and a second card is attached following this card.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
VELEST     7063.          10.           10.            10.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "VELEST".

7 I1 Input coordinate system for standard deviations.
=0, latitude, longitude and height in seconds of arc.
=1, earth fixed coordinates, X, Y, Z in meters.
=2, spin axis distance, longitude, and Z in meters, seconds of  
arc and meters.

8 I1 Coordinate system of stations for which these standard  
deviations will be applied.
=0, Geodetic  (lat, lon, H)
=1, Cartesian (X, Y, Z)
=2, Cylindrical (spin, lon, Z)
=3, All of the above.

9 I1 =1, a second card, for correlation coefficients, follows this  
card.

11-26 F16.0 Station number.  (=0, all stations.)

27-42 E16.8 Standard deviation of first coordinate.

43-58 E16.8 Standard deviation of second coordinate.

59-74 E16.8 Standard deviation of third coordinate.



9202.05 
(blank card 
attachment to 
VELEST)

Standard Deviations and Covariances

This card is for the specification of the correlation coefficients between the coordinates of station velocity.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
           .9             .01           .03

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six Character ID "      ".

27-42 E16.8 Correlation coefficient between first and second velocity  
coordinates. (X, Y or lat, lon)

43-58 E16.8 Correlation coefficient between first and third velocity  
coordinates. (X, Z or lat, height) 

59-74 E16.8 Correlation coefficient between second and third velocity  
coordinates. (Y, Z or lon, height)

Notes: The option to transform between input and application coordinate systems for the station velocity  
parameters has not yet been implemented.  

The program will accept zero values (which will be set to the default value of 1.E07).

If the VELEST card is omitted, the standard deviations of the station velocity parameters will not be  
modified.  If the column 9 option is not selected, the station coordinates are assumed to be uncorrelated.



5 Program Process Control Cards on Standard Input
The standard input (console input) input provides the basic control cards for directing the options and processes in  
the SOLVE run.  The input cards fall roughly into five groups. The input is "card image format" meaning that the  
position of the information is significant.  The general order of the input cards is:

*123456789-123456789-123456789-123456789-123456789-123456789-I. TITLE
(Required)

II.    |
|  Option Group (Processing and printout options)
PROCES (Required within the option group)
|
DATA (Required at the end of the option group)

|
III. |  C-matrix Group (Combined matrix definition including suppress/adjust codes  

and baseline controls)
|
|

IV. |  Parameter "TIE" Groups
|

V. |
a. MATRIX Input Matrix Group.

(One input matrix group is required for each input matrix.  The  
group includes any adjust/

b. MATRIX suppress codes and ARCLAB definitions for the particular  
matrix directly following its MATRIX card.)

c. MATRIX
   |

* Comment Card (Comments may be placed anywhere)

END (The last card)



8712.0         * 
(optional)

Comment Card

Used for placing comments of any kind into the standard input.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
*         ANY COMMENTS   

Columns Format                 Description               

1 A1 One character ID "*"

2-80 Any Any comments.



9308.03 
TITLE 
(required)

Title Group

Contains information to be printed on the top of each page of the printed output.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
TITLE 21        SOLVE PROGRAM TITLE  

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "TITLE"

7-8 I2 Indicates the number of lines per output page.
-1 = 45 lines per page
 0 = 60 lines per page
 1 = 75 lines per page
 2 = 90 lines per page

9 I1 Indicates whether files are referenced by Fortran unit  
number or by file name.

0 = files input with filelist file and file names
1 = same as above
2  = files input with assign statements and file  

names
3 =  files input with assign statements and file  
numbers

See Section 6.9 for more information.

10-80 A70 Job title to be printed at the top of each page.



8401.0 
APRINT 
(optional)

Option Group

Controls the printout of the input arc dependent matrices.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
APRINT    111

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "APRINT" 

11 I1 =1, Print the diagonal elements of the arc dependent matrix  
elements.

12 I1 =1, Print all of the elements of the arc dependent rows of the  
input matrices. 

13 I1 =1, Print the normalized elements of the arc dependent  
blocks of the input matrices.

14 I1 =1, Print the arc parameter solution on file "punch" in  
PARMSM format using 1 word labels..
=2, Print the arc parameter solution on file "punch" in  
PARMSM format using 3 word labels.

15 I1 =0, No renumbering
=1, Give each arc parameter a unique label.
=2, Alternate renumbering method.  For bias parameters,  
overwrites the last digit of the station id for renumbering.  
Allows more than 99 renumbered biases.

Note:  There will be no printout of arc dependent parameters in the input matrices if this card is omitted.



8401.0 
CPRINT 
(optional)

Option Group

CPRINT is used when a printout of information about the final combined matrix before the solution/inversion step  
is required.  CPRINT is also used to print the diagonals of the Cholesky factorization during the solution/inversion.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CPRINT    111

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "CPRINT"

11 I1 =1, print the diagonal elements and RHS of the combined  
matrix and a' priori values of parameters.

12 I1 =1, print the complete combined matrix.

13 I1 =1, print the normalized combined matrix.

14 I1 =1, generate the summary report.

15 I1 =0, print all a' priori values for all parameters whether  
suppressed or not. 
=1, do not print a suppressed a'  priori values.  Common 
a' priori values will still be printed if column 11 is set to 1.

16 I1 =1, print the combined matrix labels.

17 I1 =1, Not used.
=2, print square of diagonals of Cholesky factorization.

18 I1 =1, print a solution check sum.  The check sum is a measure  
of the accuracy of the factorization and substitution.



8401.0 
CPRINT 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CPRINT    111

Columns Format                 Description               

19 I1 =1, print the diagonal of the inverse combined matrix  
multiplied by the reduced common matrix.  If inversion is  
perfect, the diagonals should equal 1.

20 I1 =1, print a table of the parameter standard deviations (if  
computed).

Note:  There will be no printout listing of the final combined matrix if the CPRINT card is omitted.



9301.01 
CSTAT 
(optional)

Option Group

Flags the statistical output options to be printed.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CSTAT     111111       .7      -480.17104E-06             .7903E-06

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Eight character ID "CSTAT"

11* I1 =1, print the solution error estimates.

12* I1 =1, print the covariance matrix. 

13* I1 =1, print the correlation matrix.
=2, print a table of correlations rounded to one digit  
between station components.
=3, print table of correlations between station components  
and write the same in ASCII to file "stacor".

14 I1 =1, print the unnormalized solution.

15 I1 =1, print the solution in a generalized format.

16 I1 =1, print the satellite orbital elements in Keplerian  
coordinates.



9301.01 
CSTAT 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CSTAT     111111       .7      -480.17104E-06             .7903E-06

Columns Format                 Description               

17 I1 =0, do not print correlation of arc Keplerian elements and  
common parameters except as specified on individual  
MATRIX cards.
=1, print correlation for all six Keplerian elements of each  
satellite for all arcs except as overridden by individual  
MATRIX cards.

21-25* F5.2 Correlation matrix tolerance.  Print all elements of the  
matrix which are of equal or greater correlation.

Note:  The statistical options will not be printed if the CSTAT card is omitted.

* These options require PROCES card column 16 to be set to either "0" or "3".  If PROCES card column 16 is "0",  
these options will force the calculation of the full combined matrix inverse from the Cholesky decomposition.



9401.00 
EDIT 
(optional)

Option Group

Specifies data correction options to be performed on input matrices.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
EDIT      01 1

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "EDIT  " 

11 I1 =1, output edited matrices in binary to file "emats".
(not implemented in current version.) 

12 I1 =0, Transform the right hand side of input equations which  
do not have matching a' priori parameters ONLY if a`priori  
input is specified on the CMATRIX card.
=1, Transform the right hand side of input equations which  
do not have matching a' priori parameters.
=2, Also print the labels and parameter values which do not  
match.
=3, Do not transform the right hand side of input equations  
regardless of the presence of a'  priori input.

13 I1 =1, Print the arc dependent condition numbers.
(not implemented in current version)

14 I1 =1, Suppress all parameters on input matrices which have  
non positive diagonal elements.
(not implemented in current version)

15 I1 =1, Accept the negative diagonal elements on input matrices  
after the arc parameters are eliminated.  Default: run will  
abort if negative diagonal elements are detected.
(not implemented in current version)



9401.00 
EDIT 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
EDIT      01 1

Columns Format                 Description          

16 I1 =0, Any change of 4 orders of magnitude or more in the  
a' priori value of the parameter will cause the program to  
halt.
=1, Continue execution regardless of magnitude of change in  
a' priori values.

31-55 E25.15 RELDEL (default = 1.0E-15)

RELDEL controls the shifting of a priori parameters: if V is  
the new parameter a priori value, and V0 is the nominal  
value, then shifting takes place if

│ (V - V0)/V0 │  > RELDEL

There are two cases where shifting may occur regardless of  
the value of RELDEL:

1) Shifting will take place if one of V or V0 is zero  
but the other is not.
2) One further condition, which has not been  
changed, is that shifting will take place if

│ V/V0 │  > RELMAG
or

│ V0/V │  > RELMAG

where RELMAG = 1000. 

56-80 E25.15 RELPRT (default = 1.0E-15)

RELPRT controls the printout of the shifted a priori  
parameters: if V is the new parameter a priori value, and  
V0 is the nominal value, then shifting information is printed  
if

│ (V - V0)/V0 │  > RELPRT



8803.2 
EPRINT 
(optional)

Option Group

Used to print information from the input matrices.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
EPRINT    111111  

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "EPRINT"

11 I1 =1, Print the diagonal elements of the input matrices.

12-16 5I1 =1,1,1,1,1 Not used.

17 I1 =1, Print the unnormalized geopotential.
(USE GPRINT column 19=1 instead)

18 I1 =1, Not used.

19 I1 =1, Print the squares of the diagonals of the Cholesky  
decomposed matrix A. (C=AA t)
(USE CPRINT column 17=2 instead)



89120.0 
GEOID 
(optional)

Option Group

Used for overriding default values for geoid constants, semi major axis, the reciprocal of flattening, GM, and J2  
and J4 gravity harmonic zonal terms.  Default values for the given planetary body will be supplied for all geoid  
constants not specified on geoid cards.  If the geoid cards are omitted, default values for earth will be used.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
GEOID     1           300       6378145.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "GEOID ".

11 I1 Indicator for constant in columns 31-55
1 - Ae, average diameter at equator
2 - 1/F, reciprocal of flattening
3 - GM, gravitational mass
4 - J2, normalized
5 - J4, normalized
default - if blank SOLVE will read as 1

12 I1 Indicate what constant is specified in columns 56-80.  Same  
meaning as above.
Default:  If blank SOLVE will read as (value in column 11 +  
1) that is, if column 11 is 4, column 12 will be read as 5.

22-25 I4 Central forcing body.  This value must match the value on  
the input matrix header.  The value is as on the geopotential  
labels: 
(100 - Mercury, 200 - Venus, etc) The Earth's moon is not  
implemented. Default is 300 (earth).

31-55 E25.15 Geoid constant as specified in column 11.

56-80 E25.15 Geoid constant as specified in column 12.



9004.0

GEOID constant default values

The new GEOID card format allows five planetary constants to be reset and recognizes default values for all nine  
planets.  Any two of the five constants can be reset using a single GEOID card, and if several cards are used, all the  
constants can be reset.  Alternatively, only the planet code need be set and SOLVE will choose the default values for  
that planet as listed in the following table.  The value of the planet specified on the GEOID card must match the  
planet specified in the input matrices.

----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

Body Ae (meters) 1/f (1/ratio) GM (m3/s2) J2 normalized J4 normalized

Mercury 0.2440E7 1.00000E35 2.20320E13 2.683282E-5 0.000000E-0

Venus 0.6050E7 1.00000E35 3.248580E14 8.362894E-6 -2.167E-6

Earth 0.6378145E7 2.982550E2 3.986013E14 4.8417104E-4 0.7903E-6

Mars 0.33942E7 1.9280825E2 4.282844E13 8.7674190E-4 2.7368E-6

Jupiter 7.1492E7 1.569859E1 1.256865E17 6.59014E-3 1.9567E-4

Saturn 6.0268E7 9.208103E0 3.793119E16 7.37008E-3 -3.14E-4

Uranus 2.5662E7 4.065041E1 5.793939E15 1.560775E-3 -1.267E-5

Neptune 2.4764E7 5.847953E1 6.835000E15 1.525445E-3 -8.6666E-6

Pluto 0.1145E7 1.00000E35 7.500000E11 0.000000E0 0.00000E0

Sun 6.960E8 1.00000E35 1.327125E20 0.000000E0 0.00000E0

Note: For Mercury, Venus, Sun and Pluto f=0; 1/0 is represented by 1.0E35.  The values of J2 and J4 are normalized by  
division by sqrt(5) and sqrt(9) respectively.



8712.0 
GPRINT 
(optional)

Option Group

Selects the gravity parameter output tables to be printed.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
GPRINT    111 1 1

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "GPRINT" 

11 I1 =1, Print the gravity cosine and sine update table.

12 I1 =1, Print the gravity parameters summary. 

13 I1 =1, Print the cosine a' priori (original). 

14 I1 =1, Print the sine a' priori (original). 

15 I1 =1, Print the cosine correction (delta).

16 I1 =1, Print the sine correction (delta). 

17 I1 =1, Print the cosine "condition" numbers.

18 I1 =1, Print the sine "condition" numbers.

19 I1 =1, Print the unnormalized geopotential.

Notes:  If the GPRINT card is omitted, all eight gravity parameter tables will be printed.  If the GPRINT card is  
used, column 11 of the GPRINT card must be set to enable punched output of the gravity parameter updates. (see  
PUNCH card)



9108.01 
NOPRINT 
(optional)

Option Group

Used for suppression of sections of the printout and card image output for particular parameter types as recognized  
by label groups.  Parameter labels listed on this card will serve as a pattern for the type of parameter output which  
is to be skipped.  This card is particularly useful when a new label type or a program error causes SOLVE to abort  
in a parameter specific printout section.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
NOPRINT      60000000000000.  50300410000001.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Seven character ID "NOPRINT".

13-28

30-45

47-62

64-79

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

List of labels which are examples of the type of parameter  
printout to skip.  The printout and card image output  
specific to parameters of the same general type as the  
example labels will not be printed.  This card does not affect  
the listing of these parameters in the 'Generalized  
Format' printout or the 'PARMSM' card image output.

Note:  SOLVE will use its group recognition algorithm to determine to which groups the example label patterns  
belong.  SOLVE will then skip the printout routine which is used to list the solution for labels of those groups.  The  
table on the next page list the groups which are recognized for the purpose of the NOPRINT option in SOLVE  
version 9108.03.  These are the same groups which are described in section 6.6 of this guide.



9805.00 
NOPRINT 
(continue)

GEODYN label Group Description Example and Notes

00ssnnfcddddddd.
01ssnn20fcmmmmm.
01ssnn2tfcmmmmm.
01ssnn4tfcmmmmm.
01ssnn6tfcmmmmm.
01ssnn8tfcmmmmm.
02bbbbjnnnnmmmm.
300ppssnn00000
3ssnn000000000.
04mmmnnnnnnnnss.
491bcccccccdmn
492bbbbbbbcdmm.
049snnptfcmmmmm.

Satellite Epoch Elements
Drag
Drag Dot (t!=0)
Solar Radiation
Albedo
General Acceleration
Arc Geopotential
TOPEX  Boxwing Parameters.
Thermal Drag Spin Axis Direction
Measurement Bias
Arc FANTOM Parameters
Arc Attitude Parameters.
Alternate Force Model Parameter Labels  
(Drag, Solar Rad., etc)

The arc parameter printout is  
controlled via the PROCES card 
column 14.  If the arc parameter 
solution is computed, the solution  
will be listed.  There is no specific  
printout for parameters of this  
type when they are solved for as  
common.

05bbbbjknnn0mmm. Common Geopotential (k=0) 50300100310022.

05bbbbjknnn0mmm. Time Varying Geopotential (k>0) 50400330450023.

06tcnnmmsMKHJJB.
06tcnnmmsMKHJJB.

Earth and Ocean Tide Model      (t=0,1,2)
New Earth and Ocean Tide Model  (t=3,4,5)

61000000000000.
(both models)

070ccccccbbbbbb.
078000000000000.

Local Gravity
Figure Axis Scale Factor for dynamic polar  
motion

78000000000000.
(both groups)

0800000bbbb00dc.
0800001bbbb00dc.
0800002bbbb00dc.
0800003bbbb00dc.
0800004bbbb00dc.

080001p0bbb0000.

080010000000000.
08001mbbbbfc000

08tcnnmm0000000.

082ssssaddddddd. --> 
084ssssaddddddd.

085tttttttttt0c.

Gravitational Mass
Ephemeris Error
Semi major Axis
Polar Flattening
Equatorial Flat.

Planetary Moon Parameters

Speed of light
Planetary Ephemeris Corrections

Solid Earth Tide

Ocean Loading, Center of Mass, and Earth  
Orientation Parameters

Polar Motion and UT1

All 8* parameters are printed as 
one group by SOLVE.  For 
example:

85850603000001.
will turn off all 8* listings.



GEODYN label

087tttttttttmm
09mmmnnnnnnnnss.

Group Description

Planetary Orientation
Common Biases

Example and Notes

90010000000023.

10aaaaaaaabcmn
10nnnnnnnnbbbsc.

Global FANTOM Parameters
Tracking station coordinates 100000780530022.

110abbjksnnnmmm. Sea Surface Topography 110000000000000.

12aabnnnnnnnnsc. Station velocity parameters 120000000000000.



9301.01 
OUTPUT 
(obsolete)

Option Group

Specifies whether the output matrices are to be saved.  This card is no longer required and if input will be ignored.  
SOLVE will automatically write the combined matrix and the covariance matrix (if computed).

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
OUTPUT    10

Columns Format                 Description                

1-6 A6 Six character ID "OUTPUT".

11 I1 =1, This flag is no longer required.  The combined matrix  
will always be output in GEODYN/SOLVE E-matrix format 
to file "cmat".  The combined matrix Fortran unit number  
is set on the CMATRIX card.  (The default is 28.)

12 I1 =1, This flag is no longer required.  The covariance matrix  
will always be output to file "covmat" if it is computed.  The  
covariance matrix Fortran unit number is set on the  
PROCES card.  (The default is 60)



9401.01 
PROCES 
(required)

Option Group

Used to set the processing steps performed in SOLVE, to set the accuracy of the solution and to set the working I/O  
partition size.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PROCES    000111 6 1    6    7

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "PROCES" 

11 I1 =1, Not used.
=2, Do not generate a C-matrix output file.

12 I1 =1, Stop processing after all input matrices have been  
combined and, if specified, constraints added. (Same as  
column 13)

13 I1 =1, Stop processing after all input matrices have been  
combined and, if specified, constraints added. (Same as  
column 12)

14 I1 =1, Not used.
=2, Do not solve for arc parameter corrections.

i.e. skip back substitution of arc parameters

15 I1 =1, Not used.



9401.01 
PROCES 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PROCES    000111 6 1    6    7

Columns Format                 Description               

16 I1 =0, Choose processing option "Combine Matrix Only",  
"Solution w/Sigmas", or "Full Inverse" based upon CSTAT  
card columns 11, 12, 13 and 21-25 and PROCES card 
columns 12 and 13.

=1, Choose processing option "Combine Matrix Only" if  
PROCESS column 12 or 13 is set or "Solution Only"  
otherwise. Override CSTAT columns 11, 12, 13 and 21-25.

=2, Choose processing option "Solution w/Sigmas".  
Override CSTAT columns 11, 12, 13 and 21-25.

=3, Choose processing option "Full Inverse" regardless of  
CSTAT options chosen. 

* See notes at end of PROCES card description.

17-18 I2 The number of digits of accuracy lost in diagonal elements  
in the inversion which are to be tolerated before dynamic  
suppression. Increasing this number may reduce the 
number of dynamic suppressions.  Default is 4.

19 I1 =1, check the column sum of the identity matrix (the inverse  
matrix multiplied by the input C -matrix).



9401.01 
PROCES 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PROCES    000111 6 1    6    7

Columns Format                 Description               

20 I1 =1, compute and display the baseline between all a'  priori 
stations.
=2, compute and display the baselines between all a'  priori 
stations and the baseline sigmas between all adjusted  
stations. (This option only available in Cartesian  
coordinates.) Prior to SOLVE version 9001.00 this option  
was input on column 21.

21 I1 Not used.

22 I1 =1, use only label 1 for matrix merge.
=2, use labels 1 and 2 for matrix merge.
=3, use labels 1, 2, and 3 for merge.
(default=1)

23 I1 Specifies how many parameter labels to use for matching  
parameters for the purpose of shifting starting values in the  
matrix combination process.

=1, Strictly match word 1, ignore words 2 and 3.
=2, Strictly match words 1 and 2, ignore word 3.
=3, Strictly match words 1, 2 and 3.
=4, Strictly match word 1, match words 2 and 3 except that  
a zero value in word two or three of a prior parameter will  
match any value in the current matrix's parameter word  
two or three respectively.
(default = 1)



9401.01 
PROCES 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PROCES    000111 6 1    6    7

Columns Format                 Description               

24 I1 =1, Delete matrix files after use.

29-30 I2 Output unit number for the covariance matrix when  
processing option is "Full Inverse".  The unit id must be 60  
or greater. (default=60) The default file name is covmat 
regardless of the unit number.

31-55 F25.15 <= 0  set the partition size to the default for the memory  
available. (This is usually the best setting.)

< 65536  Estimate of the number of parameters in a simple  
SOLVE one matrix run.  The partition size will be set to a  
value such that the matrix is divided into two partitions.

>= 65536     A direct partition size request. The partition size  
is set to the value rounded to the nearest multiple of the  
small page size.



9401.01 
PROCES 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PROCES    000111 6 1    6    7

Columns Format                 Description               

Notes:  There are four primary modes of solution, determined by combination of the PROCES card and the CSTAT  
card:

0. Combine Matrix Only.  (Produces a combined matrix, the sum of the input matrices )
PROCES card columns 12 or 13 is "1" and PROCES card column 16 is "0" or "1" and none of the 
following CSTAT options are set: CSTAT columns 11, 12, 13 or 21-25.

I. Solution Only.  (Computes solution by Cholesky decomposition )
PROCES card column 16 is "1" and PROCES card columns 12 and 13 are "0".

II. Solution w/Sigmas. (Computes solution and diagonal of covariance matrix )
PROCES card column 16 is "0" and none of the CSTAT options are set, or PROCES card column 16 is  
"2".

III. Full Inverse.  (Produces a covariance matrix, the inverse of the combined matrix )
PROCES card column 16 is "0" and one or more of the CSTAT options are set, or PROCES card column 
16 is "3".



9202.06 
PUNCH (or 
GRVPCH) 
(optional)

Option Group

Specifies the card punching options for the solution and related statistics.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PUNCH     100

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "PUNCH " or "GRVPCH"

11 I1 =1, Punch the gravity solutions on file "punch" in the  
format specified by column 12.
=2, Also punch on file "gravity".

12 I1 =0, Use RECOEF format with normalized coefficients.
=1, Use RECOEF format with unnormalized coefficients.
=2, Use CHG format with unnormalized coefficients.
=3, Use GCOEF format with either normalized or  
unnormalized coefficients.  Do NOT include standard  
deviations.
=4, Use GCOEF format with either normalized or  
unnormalized coefficients.  Include standard deviations.

13 I1 =0, No station output is punched.
=1, Punch standard deviations.
=2, Punch standard deviations, and reduced and complete  
"condition" numbers.



9202.06 
PUNCH (or 
GRVPCH) 
(continue)

Option Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
PUNCH     100

Columns Format                 Description               

14 I1 =0, No station output is punched.
=1, Output station parameters in Cartesian coordinates to  
file "punch".
=2, Output station parameters in Geodetic coordinates to  
file "punch".
=3, Output in station parameters both in Cartesian  
coordinates and in Geodetic coordinates to file "punch".

15 I1 =1, Print the general solution on file "punch" in PARMSM  
format using 1 word labels..
=2, Print the general solution on file "punch" in PARMSM  
format with 3 word labels.

16 I1 =1, Punch the station numbers, baselines and baseline  
sigma.



9202.06 
PUNCH  (or 
GRVPCH) 
(continue)

RECOEF Format:

  WRITE(7, '('RECOEF', 2I2, 2E15.8, 30X, F10.1)') N, M, C, S, (-1. or 0.)
  where -1. is for normalized coefficients and 0. is for unnormalized

CHG Format:

  WRITE(7, '('CHG ', A1, 2I2, E15.8)') ('C' or 'S'), N, M, (C or S)

GCOEF Format:

  WRITE(7, '('GCOEF', A1, I1, 7X, I3, I3, 4X, 1P, E20.13, 15X, E13.5)'), 
  ('C' or 'S'), (0 or 1), N, M, (C or S), SIGMA
  where 0 is for normalized coefficients and 1 is for unnormalized

STATION CARTESIAN Format:

  WRITE(7, '(2X, I8, 3F15.4)') Station Id, X, Y, Z

STATION GEODETIC Format:

  WRITE(7, '(2X, I8, 2(I3, I2, F10.7), F10.5)')
       Station Id, Latitude (deg, min, sec), Longitude (deg, min, sec), Height

PARMSM Format:

  WRITE(7, '('PARMSM', 3X, F16.0, E25.16, E21.15, E9.3, F16.0, F16.0)')  Label Word 1,  Solution,  Delta,  Sigma,  
Label Word 2, Label Word 3

BASELINE Format:

  WRITE(7, '('BSLINE', 2(2X, I8), 2X, 2F20.5)')
       Station 1 ID, Station 2 ID, Baseline Distance, Baseline Sigma

Note:  These options will not be punched if the PUNCH card is omitted.  To punch the gravity solution, either the  
GPRINT card must be omitted, or column 11 of the GPRINT card must be set to 1.



7801.0 
UNNORM 
(optional)

Option Group

Used to signify that the input variables contain unnormalized gravity coefficient normal equations.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
UNNORM    1                

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "UNNORM"

11 I1 =1, input matrices contain unnormalized gravity  
coefficients.

Note:  Input matrices are assumed to be in normalized form if the UNNORM card is omitted.



9001.0 
DATA 
(optional)

Option Group

Signifies that there are no more option cards.  The DATA card is not required.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
DATA

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "DATA  "



8508.0 
BASELN 
(optional)

Combined Matrix Group

Used to select or delete a subset of the stations found in the C -matrix to be used in the baseline computation.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
BASELN          7023      7082      7096      7106      7251      7126      7012

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "BASELN".

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

F10.0

Station ID.  negative for deletion from baseline computation,  
positive for inclusion in baseline computation.



9301.01 
CMATRIX 
(required)

Combined Matrix Group

Used to identify the combined matrix for the purpose of output.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CMATRIX       11  LAT LON

Columns Format                 Description               

1-8 A8 Eight character ID "CMATRIX"

9-23 F15.0 Combined matrix identification number.  The decimal point  
is required.

25-26 I2 The Fortran output unit number for the file "cmat", the  
GEODYN format combined matrix. If specified, the  
Fortran unit number must be greater than 60. (default is  
28).

27-38 3A4 Combined matrix title. 

39-44 6X Not Used. 

45 I1 =0, 1, Indicates that parameter a' priori and/or parameter  
sigmas will be expected on file "aprior".  The presence of  
a' prior input will turn on the right hand side  
transformation. (See also EDIT column 12)
=2, Echo only the first five and last five PARMSM cards  
from a`prior input.  This is useful when there are very many  
PARMSM cards specified, and the user wishes to limit the  
size of the standard output listing.
=9, Do not read the "aprior" file for constraints on common  
parameters.

50 I1 If > 0, write C-matrix in compressed format.



9208.00 
CADRNG/ 
CSURNG 
(obsolete)

Combined Matrix Group

These cards contain the general parameter select and/or delete range for parameter inclusion or exclusion from the  
solution.  They must follow the CMATRIX card.  They may be interspersed with the CMATADJ/CMATSUP cards,  
but the SOLVE processing will always consider the CADRNG/CSURNG cards first.  SOLVE transforms these 
cards into MADRNG/MSURNG cards on input.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CADRNG      61000000000000.  61999999999999.                  
CSURNG      50000000000000.  59999999999999.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "CADRNG" for C-matrix adjust range; all 
cmatrix parameters whose labels fall within this range,  
inclusive, will be selected.  Or "CSURNG" for C -matrix 
suppress range; all parameters whose labels fall within this  
range, inclusive, will be deleted.

11-26 F16.0 Lower bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

28-43 F16.0 Upper bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

Note:  These cards are obsolete:  Use the  MADRNG/MSURNG cards.



9208.00 
CMATADJ/ 
CMATSUP 
(obsolete)

Combined Matrix Group

These cards contain the general parameter select and/or delete list for individual parameter inclusion or exclusion  
from the solution.  They must follow the CMATRIX card.  They may be interspersed with the CADRNG/CSURNG  
cards, but the SOLVE processing will always consider the CMATADJ/CMATSUP cards last.  SOLVE transforms 
these cards into MATADJ/MATSUP cards on input.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CMATADJ  2 610000000000000  610000000000001                 
CMATSUP  3 590000000000000  590000000000001  590000000000003

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "CMATADJ for C-matrix adjust; each 
individual parameter whose label is listed on this card will  
be adjusted.  Or "CMATSUP" for C-matrix suppress; each 
individual parameter whose label is listed on this card will  
be suppressed.

10 I1 Number of labels on this card up to 7.  Default is seven.

11-26
28-43
45-60
62-77
11-26
28-43
45-60

F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0

Up to seven selection or deletion labels.  A second card may  
follow to complete the list.  Label fields may contain  
E-matrix parameter labels or special codes as described  
under "special adjust/suppress codes". Note the space  
between input fields.

Note:  These cards are obsolete.  Use the MATADJ/MATSUP cards.



9208.00 
CNSHFRNG  
(obsolete)

Combined Matrix Group

This card specifies a selection range of parameters for exclusion from the transformation for right-hand shift.  
Normal equations for parameters whose labels appear within the specified range will not be shifted before the  
combination of matrices even when the parameter starting values differ.  CNSHFRNG cards are part of the  
combined matrix group, they must follow the CMATRIX card and precede any MATRIX groups.  They will be  
processed as a group before the CMATNSHF cards.  If the negative values of parameter labels are listed,  
parameters which are inside the range will be unselected.  The order of cards is important.  See the "order of  
adjust/suppress codes" explanation.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CNSHFRNG    61000000000000.  61999999999999.                  

Columns Format                 Description               

1-8 A8 Eight character ID "CNSHFRNG" for Combined matrix  
Not SHiFt RaNGe; all parameters whose labels fall within  
this range, inclusive, will be selected.  Or, if the range values  
are negative, all parameters whose labels fall inside this  
range are unselected.

11-26 F16.0 Lower bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

28-43 F16.0 Upper bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

Notes:  These cards are obsolete.  Use the MNSHFRNG cards.



9208.00 
CMATNSHF 
(obsolete)

Combined Matrix Group

This card specifies the selection list for individual parameter exclusion from the right hand shift.  Normal equations  
for parameters whose labels appear on this card will not be shifted before the combination of matrices even when  
the parameter starting values differ.  CMATNSHF cards are part of the combined matrix group, they must follow  
the CMATRIX card and precede any MATRIX groups.  They will be processed as a group after the CNSHFRNG  
cards.  If the negative value of the parameter label is listed, the parameter will be unselected.  The order of codes is  
important.  See the "order of adjust/suppress codes" explanation.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
CMATNSHF 2 610000000000000  610000000000001                 

Columns Format                 Description               

1-8 A8 Eight character ID "CMATNSHF for Combined MATrix  
Not SHiFt; each individual or special parameter whose label  
is listed will be selected.  Or, if the label values are negative,  
all parameters whose labels are listed will be unselected.

10 I1 Number of labels on this card up to 7.  Default is seven.

11-26

28-43

45-60

62-77

11-26

28-43

45-60

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

Up to seven selection or deletion labels.  A second card may  
follow to complete the list.  Label fields may contain  
E-matrix parameter labels or special codes as described  
under "special adjust/suppress codes". Note the space  
between input fields.

Notes:  These cards are obsolete.  Use the MATNSHF cards.



9401.00 
special 
adjust/ 
suppress 
codes

Special Adjust/Suppress Codes

These special codes allow the user to specify particular groups or kinds of parameters as distinct from a range of  
parameters specified on the range suppress/adjust cards.  The codes may be used on the MATADJ, MATSUP or  
MATNSHF cards. 

----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

Code                 Description               

4000 All station coordinates.

10000 All parameters whose labels are less than 50000000000000.

1nnnnmmmm Cosine gravity harmonic of degree nnnn and order mmmm.

2nnnnmmmm Sine gravity harmonic of degree nnnn and order mmmm.

3nnnnmmmm All gravity harmonic coefficients with degree greater or  
equal to nnnn or order greater or equal to mmmm.

4nnnnmmmm Both the Sine and Cosine gravity harmonic term of degree  
nnnn and order mmmm.

60sdddddd. All tide parameters ending with the code sdddddd.

8xxxxxxxx All coordinates of tracking station number xxxxxxxx.

9nnnnmmmm All gravity harmonic coefficients with order equal to  
mmmm  and degree greater than or equal to nnnn.



8508.0 
order of 
adjust/ 
suppress 
codes

Order of Adjust/Suppress Codes

The order of appearance of the adjust/suppress codes in the standard input determines the action of the card this is  
because the suppress/adjust operations are order dependant.  It is very important to carefully consider the  
requested actions.

----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+

The first entry controls the mode of the adjustment (selection) or suppression (deletion) process.

If the first entry is for selection, then a subset of the entire parameter labels is formed consisting only of those  
parameters selected.  Further selections add to this subset and deletions unselect from these parameter labels.

If the first entry is for deletion, then a subset of the entire parameter list is formed which consists of the entire list  
less those deleted.  Again, any selection adds to that subset and any deletion unselects from the parameter labels  
selected.

It is important to remember that the range selection/deletion cards are always considered first and as a group,  
individual selection/deletion cards are considered next and finally pattern selection/deletion cards.  If there are  
range cards, the first range card will determine the mode of the process.  Individual and special code selection will  
add to or take away from the subset of labels selected by the group of range cards.



9102.00    TIE 
(optional)

Tie Parameter Adjustment

The TIE card is used to tie specified parameters together so that they will be adjusted as a single parameter.  Any  
parameter labels may be specified on the TIE card.  The TIE option is applied to the combined matrix.  The group  
of parameters is represented by the first label listed in the TIE group, all other parameter labels in the group will  
be reported as dynamically suppressed.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
TIE        610000000000000  610000000000001                 
     +     590000000000000  590000000000001  590000000000003

Columns Format                 Description               

1-3 A3 Three character ID "TIE".

11-26

28-43

45-60

62-77

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

Up to four parameter labels to be tied together.   Note the  
space between input fields.

Continuation Line

1-6 A6 Six character ID "     +".

11-26

28-43

45-60

62-77

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

F16.0

Up to four more parameter labels to add to the "TIE"  
group.



9108.10 
TIE ST 
(optional)

Tie Stations Parameters Together

Contains the station identification numbers which specify the stations which are to be tied together in constraining  
the adjustment of common parameter station positions.  A "TIE ST" card set must be included for each master  
station.  This option is available for stations in Cartesian coordinates only.  If a continuation line is included, it must  
immediately follow the TIE ST line.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
TIE ST         7069.     7023.     7082.     7096.     7106.     7251.     7126.
   ST+                   7012.     7129.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "TIE ST".

7 A1 " "  Tie station position.
"V"  Tie station velocity.
"6"  Tie station position and velocity

11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80

F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0

Station ID numbers.

Continuation Line

1-6 A6 Six character ID "   ST+".

11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80

F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0

Station ID numbers.



9805.00 
MATRIX 
(required)

Input Matrix Group

Used to identify the input matrix.  One card for each input matrix (E -matrix) is required.  If more than one matrix  
is input, the program will combine them into one matrix (the C -matrix).

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
MATRIX           99999  181.                

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "MATRIX"

7-22 F16.0 Input matrix identification number.  This ID must match  
the ID of the matrix on the E-matrix input file.

24   I1 Order of appearance of the input matrix on the input file.  
Used if more than one matrix with the same ID is stored in 
the same file. (default is 1.)

25-27 I3 Unit number for this E-matrix input file. (default=18)

If SOLVE is referencing files by Fortran unit number, this  
number corresponds to the Fortran unit number.  The  
specified unit must be greater than 60.

If SOLVE is referencing files by file name, the number  
corresponds to the suffix n of the file name.  The 
corresponding input file name is "emat n".  The unit number 
may be any number between 0 and 99.

(Use TITLE card column 9 to choose the file referencing  
option)

See Section 6.9 for information on the filelist file and 
methods of associating E-matrix files and unit numbers.

28-38 A8, A3 The matrix title. (For reference only)



9301.01 
MATRIX 
(continue)

Input Matrix Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
MATRIX           99999  181.                

Columns Format                 Description               

39-40 I2 The number of digits of accuracy lost in diagonal elements  
of the arc portion of this matrix which are to be tolerated  
before dynamic suppression during the Cholesky  
factorization.  Increasing this number may reduce the 
number of dynamic suppressions.  (default = 12, See also the  
PROCES card columns 17-18)

41-55 E15.8 A weight factor.  Each element of the input matrix is  
multiplied by this weight factor before it is combined into  
the C-matrix.  The weight factor may be positive or 
negative. (default = 1.0)

56-57 I2 =0, 1, Indicates that parameter sigmas for constraining the  
arc parameters and/or the arc parameter a'  priori values of 
this matrix will be input on file "aprior".  This will cause  
shifting of parameter values.
=9, Do not apply constraints found on file "aprior" to the  
arc parameters of this matrix.  No shifting of parameter  
values will be done.

58-63 I6 Switch for turning on the correlation output for arc  
Keplerian elements and common parameters.  The options  
for the elements a, e, i, Ω, ω, M are controlled separately by 
entering non-zero values in the appropriate digit (left to  
right) of the six digit field.  See also the CSTAT card  ( This 
option is currently not available )



9301.01 
MATRIX 
(continue)

Input Matrix Group

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
MATRIX           99999  181.                

Columns Format                 Description               

64-79 F16.0 Cut off point for arc parameter labels.  All parameters  
whose labels are less than this cut off point will be treated as  
arc parameters.  All with labels greater than this cut off  
point will be treated as common parameters. (default=  
50000000000000.)  (See also the ARCLAB card.)



9208.0 
ARCLAB 
(optional)

Input Matrix Group

These cards identify ranges of arc parameter labels.  Parameter labels which fall within the range, inclusive, will be  
treated as unique to the matrix identified by the preceding MATRIX card.  When used in the CMATRIX card  
group, the label ranges will apply to all input matrices.  Any number of ARCLAB range cards may be specified.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
ARCLAB      61000000000000.  61999999999999.                  

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "ARCLAB".

13-28 F16.0 Lower bound of arc parameter label range.

30-45 F16.0 Upper bound of arc parameter label range.

Notes:  The first arc parameter range is always the range identified by the MATRIX card cutoff label (columns 64-
79).  The MATRIX card arc cutoff label is equivalent to an ARCLAB card specifying a range from zero to the given  
arc cutoff label.

The ARCLAB card is valid on both the individual input matrix (E -matrix) and the combined matrix (all input  
matrices) level.



9401.00 
MADRNG/ 
MSURNG 
(optional)

Input Matrix Group

These cards contain the general parameter select and/or delete range for parameter inclusion or exclusion.  They  
must follow the either the MATRIX card for the matrix to which they apply or the CMATRIX card to apply to all  
input matrices.  They may be interspersed with the MATADJ/MATSUP cards, but the SOLVE processing will  
always consider the MADRNG/MSURNG cards first.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
MADRNG      61000000000000.  61999999999999.                  
MSURNG      50000000000000.  59999999999999.

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "MADRNG" for E-matrix adjust range; 
all matrix parameters whose labels fall within this range,  
inclusive, will be selected.  Or "MSURNG" for E -matrix 
suppress range; all parameters whose labels fall within this  
range, inclusive, will be deleted.

13-28 F16.0 Lower bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

30-45 F16.0 Upper bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

Note:  These cards act on the individual matrix (E -matrix), or on the combined matrix (All input matrices) level.  
See "order of adjust/suppress codes" for more information.



9401.00 
MATADJ/ 
MATSUP 
(optional)

Input Matrix Group

These cards contain the general parameter select and/or delete list for individual parameter inclusion or exclusion  
from the solution.  They must follow either the MATRIX card for the matrix to which they apply or the CMATRIX  
card to apply to all input matrices.  They may be interspersed with the MADRNG/MSURNG cards and SUPPAT  
cards, but the SOLVE processing will always consider the MATADJ/MATSUP cards second after the  
MADRNG/MSURNG cards and before the SUPPAT cards .

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
MATADJ        60000000000000  610000000000001                 
MATSUP        59000000000000  590000000000001  590000000000003

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "MATADJ for matrix adjust; each  
individual parameter whose label is listed on this card will  
be adjusted.  Or "MATSUP" for matrix suppress; each  
individual parameter whose label is listed on this card will  
be suppressed.

13-28
30-45
47-62
64-79
13-28
.
.
.

F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
.
.
.

List of selection or deletion labels. A second card may follow  
to complete the list.  Label fields may contain E -matrix 
parameter labels or special codes as described under  
"special adjust/suppress codes".

Note:  These cards act on the individual input matrix (E -matrix) or the combined matrix (all input matrices) level.  
See "order of adjust/suppress codes" for more information.



9401.00 
SUPPAT 
(optional)

Input Matrix Group

These cards contain the general parameter select and/or delete pattern list for parameter inclusion or exclusion  
from the solution.  The patterns are evaluated by comparing the pattern digit by digit to the labels in the matrices.  
Patterns digits may be either a literal digit (0-9) or a "?".  Position is important.  A match occurs when all literal  
digits in the given positions match.  SUPPAT cards must follow either the MATRIX card for the matrix to which  
they apply or the CMATRIX card to apply to all input matrices.  They may be interspersed with the  
MADRNG/MSURNG and MATSUP/MATADJ cards, but the SOLVE processing will always consider the SUPPAT  
cards last.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
SUPPAT       50300???????10.  50300???10????.                 

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "SUPPAT" for suppress pattern.

12-28
29-45
48-62
63-79

A17
A17
A17
A17

List of label patterns, terminated with a "." and right justified  
within the field.  Labels which match the pattern will be  
suppressed.  If a pattern is prefixed with a "-" , labels which  
match the pattern will be adjusted.  Column position is critical.  
A wild character, "?"  in the pattern matches any digit in the  
corresponding label column. See order of adjust/suppress codes  
for more details.

Note:  These cards act on the individual input matrix (E -matrix) or the combined matrix (all input matrices) level.  See  
"order of adjust/suppress codes" for more information.



9004.0 
MNSHFRNG 
(optional)

Input Matrix Group

This card specifies a selection range of parameters for exclusion from the transformation for right-hand shift.  Normal  
equations for parameters whose labels appear within the range of this card will not be shifted before the combination of  
matrices even when the parameter starting values differ.  MNSHFRNG must follow either the MATRIX card for the  
matrix to which they apply or the CMATRIX card to apply to all input matrices.  They will be processed as a group before 
the MATNSHF cards.  If the negative values of parameter labels are specified the corresponding parameters will be  
unselected.  The order of codes is important.  See the "order of adjust/suppress codes" explanation.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
MNSHFRNG    61000000000000.  61999999999999.                  

Columns Format                 Description               

1-8 A8 Eight character ID "MNSHFRNG" for Matrix Not SHiFt  
RaNGe all matrix parameters whose labels fall within this  
range, inclusive, will be selected.  Or, if the labels are  
negative, all parameters whose labels are within the range  
will be unselected.

13-28 F16.0 Lower bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

30-45 F16.0 Upper bound of adjust/suppress parameter label range.

Notes:  If no 'not shift' cards are specified, SOLVE will perform the transformation due to difference in the  
parameter starting values between matrices as directed by the EDIT card.

These cards act on the individual matrix (E-matrix), or the combined matrix (all matrices) level.  See "order of  
adjust/suppress codes" for more information.



9004.0 
MATNSHF  
(optional)

Input Matrix Group

This card specifies the selection list for individual parameter exclusion from the transformation for right-hand  
shift.  Normal equations for parameters whose labels appear on this card will not be shifted before the combination  
of matrices even when the parameter starting values differ.  MATNSHF cards must follow either the MATRIX card  
for the matrix to which they apply or the CMATRIX card to apply to all input matrices.  They will be processed as  
a group after the MNSHFRNG cards.  If the negative value of the parameter label is specified, the corresponding  
parameter is unselected.  The order of codes is important.  See the "order of adjust/suppress codes" explanation.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
MATNSHF       60000000000000  610000000000001                 

Columns Format                 Description               

1-7 A7 Seven character ID "MATNSHF" for MATrix Not SHiFt;  
each individual parameter whose label is listed will be  
selected.  Or, if the labels are negative, each parameter  
whose label is listed will be unselected.

13-28
30-45
47-62
64-79
13-28
.
.
.

F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
F16.0
.
.
.

List of selection or deletion labels. A second card may follow  
to complete the list.  Label fields may contain E -matrix 
parameter labels or special codes as described under  
"special adjust/suppress codes".

Notes:  If no 'not shift' cards are specified, SOLVE will perform the transformation due to difference in the  
parameter starting values between matrices as directed by the EDIT card.

These cards act on the individual input matrix (E -matrix) or the combined input matrix level (all matrices).  See  
"order of adjust/suppress codes" for more information.



9805.0 
ARCTIE  
(optional)

Input Matrix Group

The ARCTIE option requests that SOLVE read information written by GEODYN on the E-matrix which provides  
the satellite elements and force model partial derivatives at the end of the GEODYN arc. This allows SOLVE to  
hold certain satellite orbital elements fixed by "tieing" the elements at the end of one arc to the elements at the  
beginning of the next arc. Then a number of short arcs can be processed, each generating an E-matrix, and the  
desired satellite elements can be held fixed over all the arcs. This card will work only on E-matrices which have  
been generated with the GEODYN option "TIEOUT". If the E-matrix does not have the needed information,  
SOLVE prints a warning message and stops execution. 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8
ARCTIE       60000000000000  610000000000001                 

Columns Format                 Description               

1-7 A7 Seven character ID "ARCTIE"

13-28 F16.0 Satellite ID

31-38 I8 Satellite Element to be Constrained:

0 Keplerian Ω (Node)  (same as option 10)
1 Cartesian X
2 Cartesian Y
3 Cartesian Z
4 Cartesian Xdot
5 Cartesian Ydot
6 Cartesian Zdot
7 Keplerian a
8 Keplerian e
9 Keplerian i
10 Keplerian Ω (Node)  (same as option 0)
11 Keplerian ω (Argument of Perigee)
12 Keplerian M (Mean Anomaly)

41-56 F16.0 Weight for combining parameters



.

.

. 8508.1 
END  
(optiona
l)

End of Input

Denotes the end of the process control cards on standard input.  The END card is not required.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----
+----8
END

Columns Format                 Description               

1-6 A6 Six character ID "END   "



6  Geodyn II Label Formats as Used by SOLVE
Word Label Description

1 0ssnnfcddddddd. Epoch elements of a Satellite 

ssnn - Internal Satellite Number

f - Form of the elements
0 - Cartesian
1 - Keplerian
2 - Non-Singular Keplerian 

(LOW e, LOW i)

c - Component

       f

c

0 1 2

1 X a a

2 Y e e COS(ω+Ω)

3 Z i e SIN(ω+Ω)

4
.
X Ω SIN(i/2)SIN(Ω)

5
.
Y ω SIN(i/2)COS(Ω)

6
.
Z M M + ω + Ω

ddddddd - International Satellite Id

1 1ssnnptfcmmmmm. Satellite Dependant Force Model Parameters.

ssnn - Internal Satellite Number

p - Parameter Type
2 = Drag Coefficient
 4 = Solar Reflectivity
6 = Albedo Reflectivity
8 = Empirical Acceleration Coefficient

t - Taylor Series Component
0 = First Order Coefficient
i = ith Coefficient time derivative



For Example:
 p = 2, t = 0 Implies CD

p = 2, t = 1 Implies CD dot

f - Acceleration Type
0 = Nondescript
1 = R, C, L
2 = B.C.F.  X,Y,Z
3 = In-plane
4 = Longitudinal

c - Component
0 = Scalar
1 = Radial or X
2 = Cross Track or Y
3 = Along Track or Z

mmmmm - Internal Sequence Number

2 tttttttttt. tttttttttt - Start time in "MJDSEC"
  where MJDSEC = ( DJ - 2430000.5D0) * 86400 + ISEC

3 tttttttttt. tttttttttt - Stop time in "MJDSEC"

1 2bbbbjnnnnmmmm. Arc Gravitational Coefficients.

bbbb - Body Identifier
       0100  Mercury
       0200  Venus
       0300  Earth
       0301  Earth's Moon
       0400  Mars
       0500  Jupiter
       0600  Saturn
       0700  Uranus
       0800  Pluto
       9999  Sun

j - Coefficient Type
       1 = Coefficient of Cosine (C)
       2 = Coefficient of Sine (S)

nnnn - Degree

mmmm - Order



1 300ppssnn00000. TOPEX Boxwing Parameters.

pp - Parameter Identifier  (Same as on PANEL card)

 01 - Normal vector in body-fixed coordinates
02 - Area
03 - Specular Reflectivity
04 - Diffuse Reflectivity
05 - Emissivity
06 - Temperature  A
07 - Temperature  C
08 - Temperature Decay Time  D
09 - Temperature Decay Time  F
10 - Temperature/Satellite rotation  x
 (divisor for cos(θ) term in heating equation)

ss - Internal Satellite Number

nn - Plate Number

2 tttttttt. 8-Digit Satellite ID

3 00000000. Zero

 1 3ssnn000000000. Thermal Drag Spin Axis Direction

ssnn - Internal Satellite Number Used by GEODYN

ss - Set Number

nn - Satellite Number Within Set (Min = 0101)  

 2 00000000. Zero

 3 00000000. Zero  

1 4mmmnnnnnnnnss. Arc Measurement Biases.

mmm- Bias type (timing, range, refraction, etc.)

nnnnnnnn - Tracking Station Number of first station in  
configuration.

ss - Abbreviated GEODYN internal sequence number.



2 xxxxtttttttttt. xxxx - GEODYN internal sequence number for station  
nnnnnnnn biases of type mmm. Range(0-9999)

tttttttttt - Bias start time in 
MJDSEC where

MJDSEC=(JD-
2430000.5D0)*86400+isec

3 yyyytttttttttt. yyyy - Bias Configuration Pointer.

tttttttttt - Bias stop time in MJDSEC where
MJDSEC=(JD-

2430000.5D0)*86400+isec
1 491bcccccccdmn  Arc FANTOM Parameters
                                                                                
                        b - Index to Modeling Option
                             1 - Geometric Model
                             2 - Force Model

                        ccccccc - Satellite ID
                                                                                
                        m -   Third word contents                                 
                             0 - no time included
                             1 - Word 3 contains epoch time for this parameter 
                             2 - Word 3 contains start time for a time 

dependent option

                        n - component indicator
                             0 - no components
                             1,2,3  - up to 3 components to be specified by the user

  2    tttttttttt.tttttttttt - End Time in "MJDSEC" for this parameter where
         "MJDSEC" = (D3-2430000.5D0)*86400+ISEC

                               NOTE: Word 2 will contain end times only in case of time  
dependent FANTOM parameters

  3    tttttttttt.tttttttttt - specified by  "m"  in Word 1 and expressed in "MJDSEC"



1 492bbbbbbbcdmm. Arc Attitude Parameters.

bbbbbbb  - Satellite ID

c - Angle Index 
1 - Roll
2 - Pitch
3 - Yaw

d - Component
1 - Constant
2 - Linear
3 - Quadratic

mm - Laser ID

2 tttttttttt.tttttttttt End  time in MJDSEC  for this parameter number where
       MJDSEC=(JD-2430000.5D0)*86400+isec

3 0.0



1 499ssnnptfcmmm Global Satellite Dependent Force Model Parameters

ssnn -Internal Satellite Number Used by Geodyn

p - Parameter Type
2 - Drag Coefficient
4 - Solar Reflectivity
6 - Albedo Reflectivity
8 - Empirical Acceleration Coefficient

t - Taylor Series Component
0-  First Order Coefficient
1 - 1th Coefficient Time Derivative

f - Acceleration Type
0 - Non-Descript
1 - R,C,L
2 - B.C.F  .X,Y,Z
3 -In-Plane
4 - Longitudinal

c - Component
0  -Scalar
1 - Radial or X
2 - Crosstrack or Y
3 - Alongtrack or Z

mmm - Internal sequence number used by GEODYN for this  
parameter.

2 tttttttttt.tttttttttt  - Start Time in "MJDSEC" for this parameter.where
            "MJDSEC"=(DJ-2430000.5D0)*86400+SEC

3  tttttttttt.tttttttttt  - Stop Time in "MJDSEC" for this parameter.
 



1 5bbbbjknnnmmmm. Common Gravitational Coefficients.

bbbb - Body identifier
0100  Mercury
0200  Venus
0300  Earth
0301  Earth's moon
0400  Mars
0500  Jupiter
0600  Saturn
0700  Uranus
0800  Neptune
0900  Pluto
9999  Sun

j - Coefficient Type

1 - Coefficient of Cosine (C)
2 - Coefficient of Sine (S)
3 - Coefficient of Cosine (C)
4 - Coefficient of Sine (S)
5 - Coefficient of Cosine (C)Term for Time Period  
Gravity
6 - Coefficient of Sine (S)Term for Time Period Gravity

k - Time Dependent Gravity Indicator
0 - No Term
1 - Rate Term ( C dot or S dot )
2 - A Coefficient
3 - B Coefficient

nnn - Degree

mmmm - Order

2 tttttttttt     Epoch Time in "MJDSEC" for this parameter where:
   MJDSEC = (DJ - 2430000.5D0) * 86400  sec

3 tttttttttt     Period in Years for this Parameter



       t
c

0 1, 2

1 Amplitude Cosine Coefficient

2 Phase Sine Coefficient

s Demos No.
Sign

Harmonic
Sign

0 + +

1 + -

2 - +

3 - -

1 6tcnnmmsMKHJJB. Earth Tidal Coefficients.

t - Model and sense indicator.
0 - Love Number Model
1 - Demos Solid Earth Tide Model
2 - Demos Ocean Tide Models
3 - New Tide (Earth)
4 - New Tide (Ocean)
5 - OceanTide Model   (Proudman Functions)

c - Coefficient indicator

nn - Degree

mm - Order

FOR 0 < t < 5
s - specifies Signs (Earth tides harmonic > 0)

FOR t = 5 nn - N/A
mm - Tidal Constituent Indicator

1 M2
2 K2
3 S2
4 N2
5 K1
6 O1
7 P1

8 Q1
FOR 0 < t < 5

MKH - MKH Expansion Arguments of the Demos  
number

M = 0, 1, 2
K = 0, 1, 2
H = 0, 1, 2

JJ - J Expansion Argument of demos # + 10

JJ = J + 10,  -10 < J < 10

FOR t = 5

MKHJJ - Order of Coofficient within the stream of  
coefficients



B - Disturbing Body

0 - Moon and Sun
1 - Moon
2 - Sun

 Examples:

K2 label is 60102000000000.

For 2nd Degree Zonal Ocean Tide, Positive Sense,  
Negative Coefficient of Sine: M=2, K=1, H=0,  
J=-3, and moon only, the label is  
62202001210071.



1 70ccccccbbbbbb
.

Local Gravity Parameters.

cccccc. - Cluster number.

Counted from northwest corner of 
local gravity area, north to south, 
then west to east.

bbbbbb. - Block number within cluster.

Counted from northwest corner of 
cluster, west to east, then north 
to south.

2 ccccccceeeeeee
.

ccccccc Colatitude of northwest corner 
of cluster. Measured in units of 
0.0001 degrees from North Pole.

eeeeeee East longitude of northwest 
corner of cluster measured in units 
of 0.0001 degrees from western 
boundary of local gravity area.

3 eeeeeeeccccccc
.

eeeeeee East longitude of center of 
gravity block. Measured in units of 
0.0001 degrees from western 
boundary of local gravity area.

ccccccc Colatitude of center of 
gravity block. Measured in units of 
0.0001 degrees from North Pole.

1 78000000000000
.

Figure Axis Scale Factor for Dynamic 
Polar Motion. 

1 80000pbbbb00dc
.

Planetary Parameters

p - Parameter Type
0 - GM
1 - Ephemeris Error
2 - Semi-major Axis
3 - Polar Flattening
4 - Equatorial Flattening

bbbb - Planetary body
0100  Mercury
0200  Venus
0300  Earth
0301  Earth's moon
0400  Mars



0
500 
Jupi
ter

0
600 
Satu
rn

0700 
Uranus

0800 
Neptune

0900 
Pluto

9999  Sun

d - Ephemeris error derivative number

c - Ephemeris error component
1 - X
2 - Y
3 - Z

1 80001p0bbb0000. Planetary Moon Parameters

p - Parameter Type
0 - GM

bbb - Planetary Body
0100  Mercury
0200  Venus
0300  Earth
0301  Earth's Moon
0400  Mars
0500  Jupiter
0600  Saturn
0700  Uranus
0800  Neptune
0900  Pluto
9999  Sun



1 80010000000000
.

Speed of Light.

1 8001mbbbbfc000 Ephemeris Corrections   

m - Indicator of central vs tracking 
body  

1 - Central body   
2 - Tracking body   

 
bbbb - Body Identifier   

0100 Mercury   
0200 Venus    
0300 Earth    
0301 Earth's Moon    
0400 Mars      
0500 Jupiter    
0600 Saturn     
0700 Uranus     
0800 Neptune    
0900 Pluto     
9999 Sun 

 
f - Form of the Elements    

 
1 - Keplerian    
2 - Brouwer-Clemence Set III  

 
c - Component, Such That 

  
f
c

1 2

1 Δa Δa/a

2 Δe Δe

3 Δi ΔM+Δω

4 ΔN Δp

5 ΔW Δq

6 ΔM eΔω

2 YYYYMMDDHHMMSS. Epoch for correction to osculating 
elements



3 0000000000. Zero
1 8tcnnmm0000000

.
Solid earth tidal displacements

t - Vertical/shear displacement 
indicator

0 - Vertical displacement
1 - Shear displacement

c - Coefficient indicator

1 - Amplitude
2 - Phase

nn - degree

mm - order

Examples:

H2 would have the following label:
80102000000000.

L2 would have the following label:
81102000000000.



1 8abbbbcddddddd
.

Geometric Displacement at Tidal 
Frequencies

Ocean Loading (OL) or
Center of Mass (COM) or
Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP)

a - Ocean Loading or COM or EOP

2 East Component of Ocean Loading  or
X COM for COM  or
XY (Linked) of Pole for EOP

3 North Component of Ocean Loading  or
Y COM  for COM  or
<invalid option> for EOP

4 Vertical Component of Ocean Loading or
Z COM  for COM  or
UT1  for EOP

bbbb = 1  - COM parameters
= 2  - EOP parameters
= (3 - 9999) - Site Number for Ocean Loading

c = 1  --  A coefficient
= 2  --  B coefficient

ddddddd = Doodson Number (as input on OLOAD card)

NOTES: 

1) For polar motion at tidal frequencies the X and Y of the pole are determined from the  
same pairs of A and B coefficients   (Site=2  DIR=1).

2) Earth orientation uses retrograde frequencies. There is no way for a Doodson number  to  
convey retrograde information. So as a convention, if the Doodson number is entered with a  
leading digit greater than 6, then the frequency is taken to be retrograde with the same Doodson  
number as if 6 were removed from the leading digit.



1 85tttttttttt0c. Polar Motion and UT1 parameters.

tttttttttt -mid-point time of solution interval in  
"YYMMDDHHSEC"

c - component

1 - ΔX
2 - ΔY
3 - ΔUT1

2 tttttttttttt. Start time in "YYMMDDHHSEC"

3 tttttttttttt. End time in "YYMMDDHHSEC"

1 87tttttttttmm Planetary Orientation

tttttttttt - MJDSEC epoch of orientation 

mm - Parameters

1 - Right Ascension (RA)
2 - RA Dot
3 - Declination (DEC)
4 - DEC Dot
5 - Rotation (Prime Meridian Longitude)
6 - Rotation Dot  (Prime Meridian Dot)



1 9mmmnnnnnnnnss
.

Common measurement biases.

mmm -  Bias type. (timing, range, 
refraction, etc)

nnnnnnnn -Tracking station number of 
first station in 
configuration.

ss - Abbreviated internal sequence 
number for biases of type mmm 
for station nnnnnnnn.

ss ranges from 0 to 99. For 
numbers .greater than 99, the 
value 99 is assigned.

2 xxxxtttttttttt
.

xxxx - GEODYN internal sequence 
number for biases of type mmm for 
station nnnnnnnn.

xxxx ranges from 0 to 9999.

tttttttttt - Bias start time in 
"MJDSEC", where 
MJDSEC = (DJ-2430000.5D0) * 
86400.D0 +ISEC

3 yyyytttttttttt
.

yyyy - Bias configuration pointer.

tttttttttt - Bias stop time in 
"MJDSEC".



1 10aaaaaaaabcmn Global FANTOM Parameters

a - aaaaaaaa = 00000000

b - Index to Modeling Option
1 -  Geometric Model
2 -  Force Model

c - User Specific Index   (See Fantom 
Option Vol. 3)

m - Time Indicator
1 - Word 3 Contains Epoch Time for 
this Parameter
2 - Word 3 Contains Start Time for a 
Time Dependent Option

n - Not Defined.

2 tttttttttt.ttttttttt - End Time in "MJDSEC" for 
this Parameter Where

        "MJDSEC" = 
(D3-2430000.5D0)*86400+ISEC

NOTE: Word 2 will contain End Times only in case of Time  
Dependent FANTOM Parameters

3 tttttttttt.tttttttttt Specified by  m  in Word 1 and expressed in "MJDSEC".



1 10nnnnnnnnbbbsc. Tracking Station and Planetary Target Station Coordinates

nnnnnnnn  - station number

bbb - Planetary Body

0100 Mercury
0200 Venus
0300 Earth
0301 Earth's moon
0400 Mars
0500 Jupiter
0600 Saturn
0700 Uranus
0800 Neptune
0900 Pluto
9999 Sun

s - Coordinate System

c - Component

          c
s 1 2 3

1 LAT LON Height

2 X Y Z

3 SAD LON Z

4 LAT LON Radius



            j
      k

1 2

0

1 cdot sdot

2 aci asi

3 bci bsi

1 110abbjksnnnmmm. Sea Surface Topography

a - Sea surface topography model

0 - modeled as a spherical harmonic expansion.
1 - modeled by interpolation of evaluated functions  

on a uniform grid.

bb - Planetary Body

10 - Mercury
20 - Venus
30 - Earth
31 - Earth's Moon
40 - Mars
50 - Jupiter
60 - Saturn
70 - Uranus
80 - Neptune
90 - Pluto
99 - Sun

j - Coefficient type

1 - Coefficient of cosine (C)
2 - Coefficient of sine (S)

k - Parameter type

For a = 0:

s - sequence number for periodic frequency.
nnn - degree.
mmm - order.

For a = 1:

nnnmmm - sequence number of adjusted coefficient



2 yymmddhhmmss. For a = 0:

Epoch Time (t0) for application of time dependent SST

For a = 1:

zero.
3 ddd.dd For a = 0:

Period (wi) of periodic SST terms.

For a = 1:

zero.



1 12aabnnnnnnnsc
.

Station velocity parameters

aa - not defined

b - Station Parameters

0 - Station Linear Velocities
1 - Station L2
2 - Station H2

nnnnnnnn - Station number

s - Coordinate system

c - Component

  
c
  
s

1 2 3

1 LAT LON Height

2 X Y Z

3 SAD LON Z

4 LAT LON Radius

2 yymmddhhmmss. Reference time for station velocity 
application.



7 E-matrix File Format

SOLVE reads sets of normal equations produced by GEODYN in "E-matrix 
binary format".  SOLVE produces an output binary file "cmat" which 
contains the result of the combination of the input E-matrices. 
This combined matrix is itself an E-matrix.  On option SOLVE will 
also produce a single binary file "emats" containing all the input 
E-matrices.  The binary E-Matrix format consists of a header record 
followed by six different types of data records.  The header record 
has a fixed number of words and all other records contain a variable 
number of words depending on the parameters used in the run.  All 
words are 64 bit floating point reals.

A description of the seven types of records contained in the 
E-MATRIX file follows:

Record Description

1 HEADER RECORD
Contains E-matrix number, creation date, number of 
parameters and other general information (30 Words)

2 PARAMETER GROUP IDENTIFIERS
Fifteen digit numbers used to identify the different 
groups of estimated parameters (e.g. drag, tides, etc.)

3 NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN EACH GROUP
The number of estimated parameters in each group

4 PARAMETER LABELS
Parameter identification label for each estimated 
parameter in the normal matrix

5 PARAMETER VALUES
Current value for each estimated parameter in this run

6 PARAMETER A' PRIORI VALUES
A' priori value for each estimated parameter in this run

7 NORMAL MATRIX DATA
Normal matrix data elements by rows (starting with 
diagonal term and ending with residual column term)



Header Record

The Header Record contains the E-Matrix number and creation date 
that uniquely identify this E-Matrix file, the program version used 
to create the file, the number of estimated parameters in this run 
and other general information describing the run.

Word Description

1 Negative of the E-Matrix number

2 Negative of the E-Matrix number

3 Total number of estimated parameters in the run

4 Number of parameter description records. (The parameter 
description record type is not used in GEODYN II 
implementation, so this value is always zero.)

5 Number of weighted observations.

6 Total variance.

7 Weighted variance

8 Arc variance

9 Number of satellites in run

10 Central forcing body and center of integration. 
(Default=0300 Earth)

11 GEODYN 2S Run Date   ( YYMMDDHHMMSS. )

12 GEODYN 2E Run Date   ( YYMMDDHHMMSS. )

13 Surface density/gravity anomaly switch (Not defined; 
therefore zero)

14 Version ID of program which created this matrix.

15 Number of parameter groups.

16 Speed of light used by GEODYN.

17 If > 0, this matrix is written in compressed format

20 A non zero value is the value of the GEODYN reference 
epoch of zero MJDSEC.

If = 0, MJDSEC calculated from JD = 2430000.5D0



18-19 and 21-30 Unused at this time. (Generally set to zero, but 
sometimes omitted.)

Length for Header Record = 30 words or 16 words (1 word = 64 bits = 
8 bytes)
Parameter Group Identifiers

The parameter group identifier record contains numbers that uniquely 
define the different groups of estimated parameters such as drag, 
solar radiation, etc.. These fifteen digit identifiers are derived 
from the E-Matrix label. This record contains the same number of 
these identifiers as specified in word 15 of the Header Record.  The 
following is a list of the group identifiers recognized by SOLVE 
version 960300.

Group Identifier Description

000000000000000. Satellite epoch elements

010000200000000. Drag parameters
010000400000000. Solar radiation parameters
010000600000000. Albedo parameters
010000800000000. General acceleration parameters

020000000000000. Arc geopotential parameters

300ppssnn00000 TOPEX  Boxwing Parameters.
3ssnn000000000. Thermal Drag Spin Axis Direction

040000000000000. Measurement and timing biases
491bcccccccdmn Arc FANTOM Parameters
492bbbbbbbcdmm. Arc Attitude Parameters.
49snnptfcmmmmm. Alternate Force Model Parameter Labels  (Drag, Solar Rad., etc)

050000000000000. Global geopotential parameters
050000100000000. Time dependent geopotential parameters

060000000000000. Standard tide parameters (K2,K3,k2 phase)
061000000000000. New earth and ocean tide model

070000000000000. Local gravity
078000000000000. Figure axis scale factor for dynamic polar motion

080000000000000. GM
080000100000000. Ephemeris error
080000200000000. Semi-major axis
080000300000000. Polar flattening
080000400000000. Equatorial flattening
080001p0bbb0000. Planetary Moon Parameters

080010000000000. Speed of light
080011000000000. Planetary Ephemeris ( Central Body )
080012000000000. Planetary Ephemeris ( Tracking Body )



081000000000000. Solid earth tidal displacement
08j000000000000. Ocean Loading, COM and Earth Orientation

(j=2,3,4)
087000000000000. Planetary Orientation

090000000000000. Common measurement biases

10aaaaaaaabcmn Global FANTOM Parameters
100000000000000. Station Position

110000000000000. Sea surface topography

120000000000000. Station Velocity

Length for this type of record = (Number of groups specified in Header record word 15) words 
(1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)



Number of Parameters Per Group Record

This record contains the number of estimated parameters for each group of parameters included in the Group  
Identifier Record. There are the same number of words in this record as there are in the Group Identifier Record  
(Word 15 of the Header Record).

Following is an example of a Group Identifier Record, a Number Of Parameters Record and a description of what  
they mean.

Group Number of
Identifier Record Parameters Description

000000000000000. 6 Number of satellite epoch elements

010000200000000. 1 Drag parameters

010000400000000. 1 Solar radiation parameters

050000000000000. 10 Global geopotential parameters

085000000000000. 6 Polar motion and ut1

090000000000000. 1 Common measurement biases

100000000000000. 9 Station coordinates

Length for this type of record = (Number of groups specified in Header record word 15) words 
(1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)



Parameter Labels Record

Contains the labels for each of the parameters in the matrix.  See "GEODYN II Labels as Used by SOLVE"  
(section 6) for the meaning of each of the labels.

Word Description

1 Word count for remainder of this record = (3N+1);  where N is the number of estimated  
parameters

2 - 3N+1 Parameter labels - each parameter label consists of three words. The first N words output  
correspond to the first word for each parameter label, the next N words correspond to the second  
word for each parameter label, and the next N words correspond to the third word for each  
parameter label.  

3N+2 Residual column label (200000000000000.)

Length for this type of record = 3N+2 words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)

Note:  Some older versions of GEODYN did not produce words two and three of the parameter labels.  In which  
case, the word count for the record (=N+1), the first word of the labels only and the residual column label are  
present.  The record length would then be N+2 words.  SOLVE will read this record format, but produce a warning  
message.  Words two and three of the label record will be set to zero.  Some E -matrix files do not contain the  
residual column label, SOLVE will also accept these matrices.

Parameter Values Record

These parameter values are the values used by SOLVE as starting values.  SOLVE refers to these as a' priori values.

Word Description

1 Count for remainder of this record = N;  where N is the number of estimated parameters

2 to N+1 Current values for all estimated parameters

Length for this type of record = N +1 words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)

Parameter A' priori Values Record

These are the initial values for the run which produced the matrix.  They are not used by SOLVE, but are a  
reference.

Word Description

1 Word count for remainder of this record = N;  where N is the number of estimated parameters

2 to N+1 Starting values for the run which produced this matrix for all estimated parameters

Length for this type of record = N+1 words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)



Matrix Data Records -- Normal Format

Each logical record corresponds to one row of the matrix.  The matrix is stored in upper triangular form, thus each  
record contains one less element than the preceding record until the last row of the matrix which has a single  
element. Also, since the matrix is in upper triangular form, the first element from each row is the diagonal element.

Word Description

1 Normal matrix row number

2 Number of elements in this row of the normal matrix (Ne)

3 - (Ne+2) Matrix elements for this row of the normal matrix

4 Element Rj of residual contributions vector

Length for this type of record = Ne+3 words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)



Matrix Data Records -- Compressed Format

Each logical record corresponds to one row of the matrix.  The matrix is stored in upper triangular form, thus each  
record contains one less element than the preceding record until the last row of the matrix which has a single  
element. Also, since the matrix is in upper triangular form, the first element from each row is the diagonal element.

The compressed format is designed to remove large blocks of zero elements from the matrix which are present  
when large numbers of arc measurement biases (label 40000000000000.) are present. The presence of a compressed  
format is indicated by a non-zero word 17 in the header.  Records will be expanded to normal matrix rows on input,  
and processed normally in SOLVE.  C-matrices will be written in compressed format if col. 50 on the CMATRIX  
card is greater than zero.

Word Description

1 Normal matrix row number

2 Number of ranges which were deleted (NRZ)

3 ->(2+2*NRZ) Column numbers for start and end of deleted ranges ( NRB(k), NRE(k), k=1,NRZ)

3+2*NRZ Number of elements in this row of the normal matrix (Ne).  Ne is now the number of  
elements not in deleted ranges.

4+2*NRZ ->
3+2*NRZ +Ne   Undeleted matrix elements for this row of the normal matrix

4+2*NRZ+Ne Element Rj of residual contributions vector

Length for this type of record = Ne+4+2*NRZ words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)



8 Covariance Matrix File Format

On option, SOLVE will output a binary file which contains the variance/ covariance matrix which is the inverse of  
the combined matrix.  SOLVE writes this file to file "covmat".  The covariance matrix file consists of a header  
record followed by four different types of data records.  The header record has a fixed number of words and all  
other records contain a variable number of words depending upon the parameters used in the run.  All words are  
64 bit floating point reals (except for three words in the header which are 64 bit holleriths containing 4 characters  
each).

A description of the five types of records contained in the "covmat" file follows:

Record Description

1 Header record; contains information necessary to read the remaining records, including the  
number of parameters (N)

2 Solution labels

3 Solution vectors

4 Formal estimates of variance in the solution vector

5 Matrix data by rows (starting with the diagonal term and ending with the last term of the row  
profile)

The format of each of the Covariance Matrix records is described in the following pages.



Header Record

The header record contains the matrix identification and number of parameters information.  All the parameters  
are written in binary as eight byte real values.

Word Description Value

1 Record type 31001.0

2 Matrix identification number positive integer)

3 Number of matrix rows Number of parameters

4 Number of elements in each row Number of parameters + 1

5 Total variance, V1 real number

6 Weighted variance, V2 real number

7 Arc variance, V3 real number

8 Number of observations positive integer

9-11 Matrix name (alpha-numeric) 12 ASCII characters stored in Hollerith form.  4  
characters per word.

12 SOLVE Version real number.

Length for this type of record = 12 words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes).

Matrix Labels Record

The labels for each row of the covariance matrix.  Only the first word of the GEODYN II label is used in the  
covariance matrix.

Word Description

1 Record type identifier 31002.0.  Indicates that the following values are labels.

2 to N+1 The first word of the GEODYN II format label for each parameter in the covariance matrix.

Length for this type of record = 1 + the number of parameters words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes).



Solution Vector Record

These values are the SOLVE updated parameter values.  The same as listed on the standard printer output in the  
solution generalized format section as the UPDATE values.

Word Description

1 Record type identifier 31003.0.  Indicates that the following values comprise the solution vector.

2 to N+1 The updated parameter value for each of the parameters in the covariance matrix.

Length for this type of record = 1 + the number of parameters words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes).

Estimate of Variance Record

These values are the SOLVE solution variance values.  The square roots of these values are reported in the  
standard printer output in the solution generalized format section as the SIGMA values.

Word Description

1 Record type identifier 31004.0.  Indicates that the following values comprise the variance estimate  
vector.

2 to N+1 The variance of solution for each of the parameters in the covariance matrix.

Length for this type of record = 1 + the number of parameters words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes).

Covariance Matrix Data Records

Each logical record corresponds to one row of the matrix.  The matrix is stored in row wise upper triangular form,  
thus each record contains one less element than the previous row.  The first element of each record is the diagonal 

Word Description

1 Row number

2 to N+1 Matrix elements for this row of the covariance matrix

Length for this type of record = (1 + the number of parameters in this row) words (1 word = 64 bits = 8 bytes)



9 filelist File Format and Sample SOLVE Run Script

The filelist file is input to SOLVE to associate E-matrix file unit numbers with the actual file names of the  
E-matrix files.  The format of this file is given below:

COLS. FORMAT CONTENTS

1-3 I3 Unit number for file. Same as on MATRIX card in cols. 25 -27. SOLVE 
creates ematN where N is the unit number. 

4 1x Blank

5-94 A90 E-matrix file name including directory names (i.e. full path name)

An example of  the use of the filelist file in a run script is given below:

#   BEGIN SCRIPT  
...
cat >filelist  <<EOF
 18 em500.data
 56 /silo/zcacb/ice/greenland/emats/em501.data
 78 /silo/zcmht/random_emats/em502.data
118 /silo/zcwfe/important_stuff/em503.data
EOF

cat >unit5 <<EOF
TITLE  20   STANDARD 500 PARAMETER TEST CASE

CPRINT    1  1
CSTAT     10001
EDIT       01
PROCES       11     0                     500.
PUNCH         1                                  
DATA   2
CMATRIX            1112
MATRIX          11110.   18  EMAT500                                 1
MATRIX          22210.   56  EMAT501                                 1
MATRIX          22220.   78  EMAT502                                 1
MATRIX          22230.  118  EMAT503                                 1
END
EOF
...
#   RUN SOLVE
solve  < unit5  >out.solve  2>err.solve
...
#   END SCRIPT  


